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**Actions & Thoughts**

- **Rowan University Joint Chapter Creation**
  - Attempting to obtain signatures to meet minimum requirements for creating a joint chapter.
    - Lack of response from students.
  
  - Working with student branch leaders to garner support from members.
    - Polling members to determine who are and are not members of IEEE.

  - Upon completion of poll, work with branch leaders to determine a means of increasing IEEE membership in branch.
    - Involve AESS to generate support from students, possibly provide a speaker for the Student Professional Awareness Conference (SPAC).
    - Solves possible lack of IEEE members to support joint chapter petition.
Looking into student branches which are located at colleges which have an Aerospace/Electronics/Systems Engineering program.

- Gauge the interest level at these schools.

Interest will be growing at Rowan Univ. with the creation of a Systems Eng. Program.

- If as little as 25% of current branch members are IEEE members there will be enough support to create a joint chapter.
- Goal is to have at least 2-3 of graduating seniors apart of AESS with a joint chapter being created.
Rowan Univ. Student Branch Sept. 2010
Attendance

Fr: 25
Sph: 14
Jr: 8
Sr: 6